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Introduction 
This Whitepaper discusses how end-users will be able to classify messages created on the Good iPhone and Android 

clients, which can then be interpreted by either Boldon James Classifier or Boldon James SAFEmail at the desktop and 

vice versa, allowing both commercial organisations and government/defence customers to take advantage of seamless 

classification between mobile and the desktop.  

This Whitepaper discusses how to configure Boldon James Classifier and Good Technology email clients allowing end-

users to classify email messages. This solution enables end-users to label messages on mobile devices, Outlook and 

OWA clients, providing commercial and government customers with seamless, interoperable email classification across 

their user base. 

Scenario 
Our example organisation uses Microsoft Outlook for email from the corporate desktop.  In addition, a number of employees use 

BlackBerry® devices when travelling. 

The organisation has defined their labelling policy as a simple hierarchic classification taking the values of  "UNCLASSIFIED", 

"PROTECT" or "RESTRICTED".  Area user selects one of these  for an email (and/or document) dependent upon the sensitivity of 

the information. Within MS Outlook the organisation has chosen to refer to this classification as “Protective Marking”. 

Frank White is a senior manager who needs to review some budget information with his colleague Alice Barking.  He decides the 

information is sensitive enough to label as "PROTECT".  Frank uses a BlackBerry® device and Alice uses MS Outlook to read and 

send emails. 

Configuring BlackBerry® Classifications 
The administrator sets up the message classifications on the BlackBerry® devices using the BlackBerry® Administration Service 

(BAS).  The BAS is a standard feature of the RIM BlackBerry® solution when using the BlackBerry® Enterprise Server (BES).   

The administrator decides, due to the smaller BlackBerry® screen, to abbreviate the displayed classification values to UNCLASS, 

PROT and REST.  In addition, the administrator configures the BlackBerry® device to append the first letter of the classification, in 

round brackets, to the subject line e.g. (P) for PROTECT. See Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1: Configuring Message Classification Using BAS
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Configuring Boldon James Classifier 
The Boldon James Email Classifier client is a plug-in for MS Outlook and is configured using the Classifier Administration Console. 

The administrator configures the three classification label values for the Classifier client.   

The full name of each classification value is used since there are no screen real-estate limitations when using MS Outlook.  The 

administrator also configures the equivalent BlackBerry® label values using the alternate name feature in Classifier Administration.  

Finally, the administrator adds the first character of each classification value as a portion mark identifier. See Figure 2 below. 

Figure 2: Configuring Label Values Using Classifier Administration 
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Configuring Classifier To Recognise BlackBerry® Labels 
The following sections describe the steps required to configure Classifier to interwork with the BlackBerry® labels. A Classifier 

template is also available providing a complete example of the necessary configuration. Depending on your version of Classifier 

Administration this template may already be included. 

Marking Formats 

The Marking Formats aspect of Classifier Administration is where the administrator configures Classifier to construct and interpret 

label values.  The administrator adds two new Marking Formats.  Firstly, a marking named BlackBerry® Subject Format is added.  

This marking format contains the first character of the classification value within round brackets.  This format exactly matches the 

BlackBerry® configuration made using the BAS.  Secondly, a marking named BlackBerry® FLOT Format is added.  This constructs 

a marking starting with the text "Classification: " followed by the alternative form of the label value e.g. “Classification: PROT”.  As 

we shall see, BlackBerry® device will automatically insert this marking format into the first line of labelled emails.  

Figure3: Configuring Marking Formats Using Classifier Administration 
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Label Locations 

Classifier is then configured to recognise the third-party labels provided by the BlackBerry® devices using the Label Locations 

aspect of Classifier Administration.  To do this, the administrator adds a Label Location for the email Subject field and associates 

this with the marking format BlackBerry® Subject Format.  See Figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4: Configuring Label Locations Using Classifier Administration 
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Classifier Rules 

The Classifier client adds labels to emails (and documents) according to Rules.  These rules are configured using Classifier 

Administration.  The administrator decides that for consistency all emails from the MS Outlook client should generate labelled emails 

in the same format as the BlackBerry® devices.  To accomplish this he adds two new rules to the Classifier configuration.  Firstly, 

he adds a rule to append the label value in the BlackBerry® Subject Format to the Subject field of emails. Secondly, he adds a rule 

to place the label in the first-line-of-text (FLOT) of the email using the BlackBerry® FLOT Format.  See Figure 5 below. 

Figure 5: Configuring Rules Using Classifier Administration 

 

 

This concludes the required configuration and the administrator completes the task by publishing the BlackBerry® policies to the 

BlackBerry® devices and the Classifier policies to the desktop computers. 
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Exchanging Labelled Emails 
Having configured both Classifier and the BlackBerry® Enterprise Server, this section describes the actions that now take place 

when exchanging email between a BlackBerry® device and an MS Outlook desktop system. 

Email From BlackBerry® To MS Outlook 

From his BlackBerry® device Frank sends an email about budget information to Alice. Since the administrator has configured his 

device to use Message Classifications the additional drop-down box appears in his new email window.  Frank selects the value 

"PROT".  See Figure 6 below. 

Figure 6: Sending A Labelled Email From The BlackBerry® Device 
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Frank sends the email to Alice who subsequently receives it on her desktop in MS Outlook.  See Figure 7 below. 

Figure 7: Receiving A BlackBerry® Labelled Email In MS Outlook 

 

 

Note that the BlackBerry® device has automatically appended the Subject field with the label value and has added a FLOT line to 

the body of the message. 

Note also that the Classifier client has successfully interpreted the BlackBerry® label and shows this as "Acme Corp PROTECT" in 

the coloured Security Label region at the bottom of the email and as the value PROTECT in the Protective Marking shown in the 

Outlook ribbon bar. 
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Email From MS Outlook To BlackBerry® 

Alice replies to Frank's email.  Since the Classifier client has recognised the BlackBerry® label it offers the same label (e.g. "Acme 

Corp PROTECT") for email reply. Although Alice could choose a different label, she is happy with the current selection.  See Figure 

8 below. 

Figure 8: Replying To A Labelled Email From MS Outlook 
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Frank opens the reply on his BlackBerry® device.  Since the administrator has set up the Classifier rules to provide labelling 

information in the same way as the BlackBerry® device, Frank is unaware that the email came from Alice's MS Outlook client.  See 

Figure 9 below. 

Figure 9: Receiving A Reply On The BlackBerry® Device 
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Advanced Labelling 
The Classifier client can support multiple selectors (label elements) in a label. By contrast the BlackBerry® Message Classification 

offers only a single selection.  However, with suitable configuration at the BlackBerry® Administration Service and equivalent 

configuration in the Classifier Administration Console it is possible to provide more sophisticated labelling combinations.   

In Figure 10 below, the BlackBerry® administrator has added one additional label value of "PROT BUD".  This is used to label 

sensitive information relating to the Budget. 

Figure 10:  Additional Label Combinations Selected From The BlackBerry® Device 
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Similarly, the administrator has added a Descriptor selector to the Classifier configuration with the "Budget" value as one of the 

selections.  This adds a new label selector to the MS Outlook ribbon bar of Alice's client.  See Figure 11 below. 

Figure 11: An Additional Label Selector Configured By Classifier Administration 
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On receipt of Frank's email you can see that the Classifier client has successfully interpreted the "PROT BUD" label as composed of 

two separate label elements "PROTECT" and "BUDGET".  See Figure 12 below. 

Figure 12:  Interpreting The BlackBerry® Label As Two Distinct Label Elements 

   

 

Compatibility 
 

The following (or later) product versions are required to support the functionality described in this paper: 

 Boldon James Email Classifier 3.0 

 Java® based BlackBerry® device 

 BlackBerry® Application Suite version 1.0 

 BlackBerry® Device Software version 4.2 

 BlackBerry® Enterprise Server version 4.1 SP2 

 


